Sleepypod Atom

Category: pet carrier

COMPACT COMFORT: Ergonomic and sleek, Sleepypod Atom in its carrier function fits comfortably below a wide range of airline seats. For added versatility, seatbelt straps on two sides transform Sleepypod Atom into a safe car seat. Other significant features include a secure and durable mesh panel positioned on three sides for better ventilation; luxurious, Ultra Plush bedding that is removable for easy cleaning; and top and side entries allow for convenient access. In addition, it is designed to fold flat for easy storage. Sleepypod Atom has a sturdy, easy-clean exterior that is made of luggage-grade, ballistic nylon. A safety tether, large front zipper pocket plus two smaller end pockets for essential pet items, adjustable shoulder straps with comfort padding, a padded carry handle, and ergonomic zipper pulls are additional features.

Sleepypod Atom was crash tested at the standard set for child safety restraints. It is proven to be one of the safest carriers in an auto collision. Watch the crash test at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7DMcM8Ju6MQ&index=4&list=PL2t9swGuON-Sfc2TicuGq1hgV_Szkx9lk

Sleepypod Atom instructional video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ch3LOPWSM_0

Awards and honors:
• Center for Pet Safety – Certification with 5 Star Rating
• Cat Fancy Editors’ – Choice Award
• Dog Fancy Editors’ – Choice Award
• DogSport – Editors’ Top Pick
• Fear Free – Preferred Product
• Pet Business – Industry Recognition Award
• The International Cat Association (TICA) – Endorsement of Excellence

Features:
• Fits beneath a wide range of airline seats
• Seatbelt straps on two sides allow Sleepypod Atom to be safely secured in a car seat
• Secure and abrasive-free mesh panel positioned on three sides for better ventilation
• Top and side entries for easy access
• Safety tether to eliminate quick pet escapes when opening the carrier
• Folds flat for easy storage
• Large, front zipper pocket plus two smaller end pockets for essential items
• Removable Ultra Plush bedding is machine-washable
• Easy clean exterior is made of luggage-grade, ballistic nylon
• Adjustable shoulder strap with comfort padding
• Padded carry handle
• Ergonomic zipper pulls
Specifications:
• Carrier dimensions: 17 (long) x 8.5 (wide) x 10.5 (tall) inches
• Interior dimensions: 16 (long) x 8 (wide) x 9.5 (tall) inches
• Folded dimensions: 17 (long) x 10.5 (wide) x 2.5 (tall) inches
• Carrier weight: 3.2 pounds
• Recommended for pets 12 pounds or less

Colors:
• Jet Black
• Dark Chocolate
• Strawberry Red
• Robin Egg Blue
• Blossom Pink
• True Violet (limited edition)

Cleaning instructions:
• Wipe exterior with damp cloth
• Vacuum pet fur from Ultra Plush bedding
• Separate Ultra Plush from foam padding, machine wash Ultra Plush in cold, gentle cycle then line dry
• Foam panel is wrapped in a water repellent cover that can be cleaned with a damp cloth

Sleepypod Atom accessory:
• S-clip